
Forgiveness

Forgiveness
 means giving up the

suffering of the past and
being willing to forge
ahead with far greater

potential for inner
freedom. This journal

workshop will help you
through the process.



To forgive someone and to ask for forgiveness, are the most
important aspects for your spiritual growth. It is not just
saying the words ‘I am sorry’, or ‘I have forgiven you’. It is
an emotion which is felt deep within you, and when real

forgiveness happens there is a change in that relationship.
This is the test of forgiveness.

 

The Power & Significance of Forgiveness 



Setting The Mood
Setting the mood for your journaling session plays an important

role in making your daily practice a ritual. When you create a
space that is warm, inviting, and aligns with your authentic self,

you will be more inclined to want to journal everyday.



1. Remove the distractions and clutter. Everyone’s distractions will look different, but it's important
to make sure you have a clean area to really focus, and remove any unwanted clutter and energy. 

 
2. Implement music or nature sounds. Any music or sounds without words can be nice background
music to accompany your practice.  Depending on the time of day, we like to listen to either our   

 "Wake Up" or " Wind down"  playlist on Spotify.
 

3. Use aromas. Diffuse oils. Burn Sage or Palo Santo. Surround yourself with flowers. The smells we
experience play a crucial role in how we associate with memories and places.

 
4. Get into a comfortable position. Maybe you have a favorite chair, couch, or area where you can be

alone with your thoughts. Grab a blanket, wear something relaxed and make sure you are comfy.
 

5. Make sure to have a notebook, and pen that you love writing with designated for your journal
practice.

 
6. Start with some long and slow belly breaths to calm the nervous system. Maybe start with some

seated stretches and movements, getting centered and comfortable. Close your eyes and allow
yourself to let go to begin the meditative process. Let it come to you versus searching for it. 

 

Bonus: implement crystals with intentions you feel drawn too 
 

Setting The Mood



Meditation
 In this guided meditation, Hailey will

guide you through steps to heal, and
forgive yourself or others whom you

may hold resentments. 
 

 
Click photo for meditation

 

https://vimeo.com/635621984


What does forgiveness mean to you? How forgiving of a person do you think you are on a
scale of 1-10? How forgiving would you like to be?

 

1.

2. Do you believe in forgive and forget or forgive and remember? (or neither…) Do you find it easy
to ask for forgiveness?

3. Is there anything in your life you feel you have forgiven yourself for already? Are there people in
your life that you have forgiven for actions against you? Discuss specifically how you moved

through forgiveness, or why you haven’t.
4. Is there anything in your life you feel needs forgiving? Do you feel you're holding onto any pain

around the subjects?
5. What would it feel like to move past it? If you woke up tomorrow with your anger and hurt

having evaporated, how would that feel? How would it change you? What would you do
differently?

 

Journal Prompts



 

6. Describe the kind of person you want to be in your friendships, and all other relationships. Do you want
to be generous, kind and compassionate? Do you want to hold on to grudges? How can you be the best,
highest version of yourself even when it feels almost impossible to do so. What tools can you use to get

through the process?
7. To finish off the writing portion of this journal workshop, write out a list of forgiveness.

Begin your list with, “(Name of person, this can be yourself) 
I forgive you.”

And start listing everything you forgive them for.
Examples: 

I forgive myself for holding on to pain.
I forgive myself for my actions.

I forgive you for not knowing any better.
I forgive you for breaking my trust, which I thought you held sacred.

I forgive you for making me so angry.
 

Journal Prompts Continued



I forgive myself for my past decisions and
actions.

 
I release negative, damaging patterns of

thought and behaviour.
 

I have the courage to recognize the light within
myself.

 
I am capable of healing.

 
I release shame, anger, guilt, and

embarrassment.
 

I am a being of love, compassion, and peace.
 

I trust myself to build a better future.
 

I Am Affirmations Now, choose any affirmations
that resonates with you, or

make your own for a specific
situation.

 



Happy Journaling!
 

Love,
 The Collective

Ritual
 


